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Around five years ago, I was in a village near Chernobyl. Bad Ukrainian electropop 

was hissing out of the car radio as we drove north towards the Exclusion Zone fence. I 

was frantically writing 

PhD research notes 

while we bumped along 

an uneven road. I 

scribbled thoughts about 

an interview I had just 

had in a nearby village. 

My voice recorder was 

full of the memories, 

hopes and uncertainties 

of the veteran liquidator 

I had just spoken with, 

who knew Chernobyl 

like the back of his hand. (IMAGE: A cat looks at his owner as he takes a picture. One of 

the photographs from the Disposable Citizens photography project. Photograph by 

research participant near Chernobyl.) 

He had handed me a disposable camera that I had given him a few months back. The 

device was sat on my lap in the car with a bag of other single-use cameras. They were 

full of images that would help create a photo story I called ‘Disposable Citizens’, which 

aimed to see Chernobyl from the perspective of those who live with it (see Davies 

2013). 

The 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster would not be the first or last event to disrupt this 

rural landscape 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/sociology/staff/thomdavies/
https://twitter.com/ThomDavies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chernobyl_liquidators
http://thomdavies.com/portfolio/disposable/
http://thomdavies.com/portfolio/disposable/
https://www.academia.edu/5632843/A_Visual_Geography_of_Chernobyl_Double_Exposure
https://www.academia.edu/5632843/A_Visual_Geography_of_Chernobyl_Double_Exposure
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Wiping away the condensation from the car window, I could see abandoned collective 

farms rushing past, fields stretching out to the horizon, as the lower Pripyat Marshes 

gradually filled the flat landscape with reeds and boggy ground.  On one side of the 

road a Soviet War memorial commemorating the Great Patriotic War stood with 

flaking silver paint. I would later learn of another memorial nearby, which marks a 

mass execution of local Jews that took place in the Pripyat Marshes during Nazi 

occupation. Later interviews with elderly residents of the Chernobyl hinterland would 

be full of lived and inherited tales of partisan resistance, the Holodomor famine, and 

the chaos in the 1990s after Ukrainian independence.   The 1986 Chernobyl nuclear 

disaster would not be the first or last event to disrupt this rural landscape. 

‘It was then, sat in a car not far from the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone fence, that I heard 

for the first time the word: ‘Fukushima’. 

 
A former liquidator in his car near Chernobyl. Photograph by Thom Davies 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinsk_Marshes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pripyat_swamps_(punitive_operation)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holodomor
https://toxicnewsdotorg.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/chernobyl-24.jpg
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As we made our way through 

the ‘fenceline’ villages 

towards the next interview, 

the radio’s repetitive 

electropop suddenly stopped. 

An announcer had cut-off the 

music for a news flash: as he 

spoke I could just about hear 

the words ‘Chernobyl’ and 

then, curiously – ‘Japan’. I did 

not understand? What was 

happening? It was then, sat 

in a car not far from the 

Chernobyl Exclusion Zone 

fence, that I heard for the first 

time the word: ‘Fukushima’. 

Walking along an overgrown road in the Fukushima Exclusion Zone with a family 

who were permanently evacuated from their house 2011. Photograph by Thom Davies 

 

Over the next few days I attempted to carry on the ethnographic research as normal; 

interviewing residents who live on the edge of the Exclusion Zone; discussing how 

they dealt with toxic uncertainty; listening to people talk about being abandoned by 

the state, and observing their coping strategies and local expertise. We shared meals 

and opinions about living in this nuclear landscape, but Fukushima kept coming up in 

conversation. 

‘Did you hear what happened in Japan?’ said one lady, before warning against the 

perils of forced evacuation. Others hoped Japan would not make the same mistakes the 

Soviets had. In these conversations there was much empathy from those who had 

experienced nuclear disaster first hand, towards the recent victims of Fukushima. 

Despite the great cultural and geographic distance between the two worst atomic 

disasters, a transcontinental solidarity emerged. 

Three years later I spent the summer in Japan researching Fukushima. What I found 

was eerily familiar: Exclusion Zones; uncertainty; evacuation; hazmat suits; border 

guards; Geiger counters; misinformation; grief; loss; and confusion. 

‘What is going to happen? What will be the long-term effects?’ asked a Fukushima 

evacuee as we sat in a café in central Tokyo. With a colleague from the University of 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1879366514000232
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Tokyo kindly acting as a translator, I explained the difficulties of providing 

epidemiological proof of Chernobyl’s health impacts, but I also mentioned how 

virtually everyone I had met near Chernobyl had stories of illness and death relating 

to the nuclear accident. As Olga Kuchinskaya rightly reminds us in her article in this 

special issue, ‘the lack of evidence does not necessarily mean the absence of effects’. 

‘Like the flicker of a candle, anniversaries come and go. They briefly shine light on to 

something – placing it momentarily in the public conscious – before attention moves 

elsewhere…’ 

Like the flicker of a candle, anniversaries come and go. They briefly shine light on to 

something – placing it momentarily in the public conscious – before attention moves 

elsewhere. Inevitably, tragedies such as Chernobyl and Fukushima fade back into the 

shadows. In the last few weeks we have seen many media articles covering the two 

nuclear disasters. The 30th anniversary of Chernobyl and five years since Fukushima 

has given us all pause for thought, to consider the significance of these technological 

accidents. But as the media coverage fades, and the world’s attention moves on, there 

remains a growing group of scholars dedicated to researching ‘the power of nuclear 

things’ (Hecht 2010). 

‘This Special Issue presents thoughts and research from a range of perspectives’ 

Nuclear geographers, atomic sociologists, toxic historians, and many more disciplines 

beyond are continuing to contribute to our collective understanding of the social 

construction, interpretation and significance of nuclear things. This Special Issue of 

Toxic News features articles written by a range of academics that have dedicated many 

years to focus on the nuclear, and have been kind enough to share some of their 

thoughts here. 

This Special Issue presents thoughts and research from a range of perspectives; from 

scholars such as Gabrielle Hecht whose fascination with the nuclear stretches back to 

the 1970s, to upcoming nuclear scholars such as Yohie Koyama and Nathaniel Ray 

Pickett, who are conducting fieldwork in Japan and Ukraine (respectably) as we speak. 

Gabrielle Hecht takes us back to her teens and remembers the omnipresence of the 

Cold War in her youth before she became a ‘nuclear nerd’. She describes searching 

through nuclear archives from France to Gabon that were ‘replete with silences’. Olga 

Kuchinskaya provides a snapshot of her fascinating STS research into the ‘politics of 

invisibility’, while Sarah Phillips has written four thought provoking poems inspired 

by her long-term anthropological research about Chernobyl.  Nick Rush-Cooper 

https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/on-the-consequences-of-chernobyl/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/field-notes-from-a-nuclear-nerd/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/on-the-consequences-of-chernobyl/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/on-the-consequences-of-chernobyl/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/chernobyl-poems/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/chernobyl-and-stalker-splinters-of-the-soviet-empire/
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writes an engaging account of his PhD research and discusses the confluence of 

computer games and the otherworldly experience of tourism in the Chernobyl 

Exclusion Zone. Liz Maly gives a detailed account of some of the social impacts of the 

Fukushima triple disaster, reminding us that more people from Fukushima have died 

as a result of stress related to displacement than directly from the earthquake or 

tsunami. Similarly, Yohei Koyama gives a captivating ethnographic account of his 

research in Japan, inspired by Freud’s notion of ‘the uncanny’. Nam Young Kim 

reflects on the political fallout of the Fukushima disaster in China, while Nathaniel 

Ray Pickett provides an interesting perspective from the ‘last nuclear monotown’ near 

Chernobyl in Ukraine. Together, these nuclear voices give a fascinating account of on-

going research and emerging avenues of enquiry. 

Thom Davies conducted long-term ethnography near Chernobyl for his PhD and later 

undertook qualitative research in Fukushima with JSPS funding. His most recent 

academic publication about Chernobyl can be found here. Thom is working on the 

project ‘Toxic Expertise’ at the University of Warwick. His Chernobyl photography 

can be accessed here and you can follow him on twitter here. 
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Field Notes from a Nuclear Nerd 

Professor Gabrielle Hecht is based at the Department of History at the University of 

Michigan, where she has also directed the Program in Science, Technology, and 

Society. She has authored several award winning books about ‘nuclear things’.  

My obsession with nuclear things began as a teenager. In 1978, my family moved to 

Zurich, where for two years we rented a suburban home. Following Swiss law, the 
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house had its own fallout shelter in the basement, complete with a thick lead door. We 

never talked about this room, any more than we talked about the rifle that my father 

kept in the attic, issued to him as a member of the Swiss army reserve. Both reflected 

the fears of a landlocked nation. Squeezed between the shelter and the rifle, 

surrounded by mountains, I sometimes found it difficult to breathe. 

Perhaps sensing my need for broader vistas, my English teacher introduced me to the 

beautiful, terrifying worlds of science fiction. In short order, I came upon Walter 

Miller’s masterpiece, A Canticle for Leibowitz. Set centuries after a devastating 

nuclear war, the novel opens with a monastic order whose mission is to preserve and 

illuminate the remnants of scientific texts, including a blueprint signed by a soon-to-

be-sainted engineer named Leibowitz. Gangs of mutants attack travellers who dare 

make their way across the desolate terrain of North America. By the book’s end, 

humanity reinvents the bomb and stands poised, once again, on the brink of self-

destruction. I was not reassured. But I was compelled. 

Like many children of the Cold War, I had recurring nightmares set in grey 

landscapes that merged the bleak deserts of Leibowitz with iconic images of 

a devastated Hiroshima. 

In 1980, we moved back to Paris, where I completed high 

school. No more fallout shelter, no more rifle… but the Cold 

War was heating up again. Presidential elections flipped 

national politics: conservative Ronald Reagan in the US, 

socialist François Mitterrand in France. The Solidarity 

movement took Poland by storm, capturing European 

imaginations and alarming the Soviet Politburo. School 

officials feared a Soviet invasion of Poland and cancelled our 

class trip to Leningrad. But don’t worry, said the adults. 

Nuclear deterrence will prevent another world war. That didn’t help. Like many 

children of the Cold War, I had recurring nightmares set in grey landscapes that 

merged the bleak deserts of Leibowitz with iconic images of a devastated Hiroshima. 

(IMAGE: Construction of the G2 reactor at Marcoule, which produced weapons-grade 

plutonium for French atomic bombs. Courtesy of CEA/MAH/Jahan)  

Fast-forward to 1989, my fourth year of graduate school. Two months before the Berlin 

wall began to crumble, I found myself back in Paris, finally about to research the 

nuclear world on my own terms. Well, almost. I’d initially wanted to write about 

weapons, but soon learned that was archivally impossible. But my project on the 

history of French nuclear power offered a back door. France’s civilian and military 
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programs were intermeshed. Yet the myth of their separation was just — barely — 

strong enough as to make the civilian program researchable. 

Emphasis on “barely.” Official archives were closed. France had a “dérogation” system 

by which researchers could request permission to consult documents. But that avenue 

was closed off to me: “We deeply regret, mademoiselle, that we have not yet 

catalogued our papers.” You can’t apply for permission to consult documents that 

don’t even appear in finding aids. 

I needed a back door to the back door. I decided to interview old-timers in the nuclear 

industry. My letters of inquiry stayed well away from politics, instead framing my 

project in terms of simple technological history. The very first interview I scored was 

with a top executive at Electricité de France (EDF), a man who’d been the project 

engineer for six gas-graphite reactors. My pulse raced and my hands trembled as I 

entered his gigantic office. Taking a deep breath, I followed my script. Could Monsieur 

le directeur please tell me about the technical and scientific decisions he’d made in the 

1950s and 1960s? He roared at me, pounding his desk. Non, mademoiselle! These were 

not scientific or technical decisions! They were economic decisions! Political 

decisions! The volume of his voice notwithstanding, my pulse returned to a normal 

rhythm. I was in business. 

To be sure, Monsieur le directeur was exceptional. He still passionately believed that 

EDF’s 1969 decision to abandon its gas-graphite design in favour of US-designed light 

water reactors was wrong. What better messenger for posterity than a historian who 

would record his thoughts? But what really made him exceptional was his generosity. 

He’d kept meters of historical documents about the gas-graphite program, neatly 

arranged in his office. He let me return time and again to consult these. He facilitated 

dozens of other interviews, as well as visits to reactor sites, where I found many more 

documents stashed in metal closets. No finding aids, no archivists – but plenty of 

state-of-the-art photocopy machines. 

Whatever you think about the industry as a whole, remember that most of 

its people are just like you: they work hard, recognize their responsibilities, 

and honestly believe they’re doing the right thing. 

Not everyone was so open. Several of my interlocutors scolded me for focusing on the 

wrong topic. Some told blatant lies. There had never been any conflict among French 

nuclear institutions, insisted one pair. Another maintained that EDF had never 

produced weapons-grade plutonium, an assertion directly contradicted by documents 

and other interlocutors. One retiree tried to ask me out (that was creepy — I was 24). 
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But the vast majority of my 

interlocutors spoke in good faith, 

summoning memories as best they 

could, sharing whatever 

documents they had. Whatever 

you think about the industry as a 

whole, remember that most of its 

people are just like you: they work 

hard, recognize their 

responsibilities, and honestly 

believe they’re doing the right 

thing. Although I did not hold back 

on unpleasant facts, I tried to 

convey this sense in The Radiance 

of France. Perhaps that’s one 

reason why it was well received in 

French nuclear circles. 

 

Poster of 1980 UN hearings on 

Namibian uranium.  

(Courtesy of African Activist 

Archive Project)  

 

That, and the fact that I didn’t discuss health and environmental issues. At all. 

Because, you know, there’s a limit to openness. And that material was most 

definitively not accessible in France – at least, not by any subterfuge that my twenty-

something self could imagine. 

In my second project, I sought other ways into such material. My initial goal was to 

rethink the “nuclear age” from a colonial and postcolonial perspective by examining 

the history of uranium production. I knew official archives would not bring much joy, 

but I had to try. French archives yielded little. By contrast, Britain’s National Archives 

hold an enormous collection of uranium-related files, most of it readily accessible. Yet 

these documents said little about many of the things I cared about – labour, worker 

health, African perspectives. 

Back to back doors, site visits, and interviews. Which, to be honest, is a lot more fun 

than sitting in a reading room. 
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Over the course of many years, I visited mine sites in Gabon, Madagascar, South 

Africa, and Namibia. I interviewed workers, managers, engineers, doctors, and 

residents. I went underground into mine shafts and rode in the enormous haul trucks 

at open pits. I plugged my ears as I witnessed giant ore crushers, and tried to remain 

unfazed when acid fumes attacked my sinuses in yellowcake plants. I wandered 

through company towns, talked with people in their homes. I dug through closets and 

file cabinets and storage rooms in search of documentation. I offer a fuller account of 

this process in the appendix to Being Nuclear. Here, I limit myself to a few remarks 

about conducting research in Gabon and Namibia. 

I went to Gabon in 1998. The country was still in the grip of its long-serving, 

megalomaniac president El Hadj Omar Bongo. Oppression and fear hung in the air, 

palpable in every conversation with Gabonese citizens. 

The associate director of the Compagnie Minière d’Uranium de Franceville (COMUF), 

a Frenchman who’d spent his career in Africa, didn’t initially understand what I 

meant by “historical documents.” Eventually, though, he took me to a storage room 

filled with papers stacked every which way, some in boxes or binders, others in piles. 

Could that be what I meant? Yes! In that case, he said, failing to keep the incredulity 

out of his voice, we have two more rooms like this. Here are the keys. We’ll probably 

toss all this junk when we shut down next year. 

Confronting an archive in deplorable condition produces a mixture of joy and despair. 

It’s exhilarating to see unprocessed documents, a relief not to be at the mercy of a 

bureaucrat. But the volume of material also induces panic. Where to start? I pulled out 

a file from the oldest stack I could find. Termite carcasses fluttered to the floor, 

followed by a cloud of fine dust as the document disintegrated in my hands. 

Fortunately, most documents were in better condition. With my husband’s help (he’s 

also a historian – we were trading labour), I sorted through them as best I could, 

copying anything that looked interesting with a 35 mm camera. Promising threads 

would break midstream. I found radiation exposure reports for the late 1960s and early 

1970s, and again for the early to mid-1980s, but material for other years never 

surfaced. This was the silence of chaos, born of the expectation that such records had 

no value. 

Meanwhile, I interviewed long-time employees and residents. But they were 

suspicious. Who was I? What did I really want? Was I a spy for the government? For 

the French? Some men opened up; others didn’t. Some asked for help sending a family 

member to America; others just seemed happy to tell their story. Some talked freely as 

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/being-nuclear
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they toured me around; others sat stiffly in a room and confined themselves to 

answering my questions. 

I interviewed long-time employees and residents. But they were suspicious. 

Who was I? What did I really want? Was I a spy for the government? For the 

French? 

Jump to 2004, when I went to Namibia. It had been fourteen years since 

independence. Several men who’d been labour leaders at the mine in the 1980s were 

now in government. Once the iconic pariah of the liberation struggle, Rössing 

Uranium was now the development darling of the state. 

Savvy about outside “experts” and their agendas, Rössing workers also questioned my 

motivations. But they were far more voluble than their Gabonese counterparts. Many 

openly criticized Rössing, even during interviews conducted on company property. 

After decades of liberation struggle, union organizing, and contacts with outsiders, 

outspokenness had become commonplace. 

I was even more surprised at the openness of Rössing management. On the day I met 

him, the managing director led me to a well-lit room in the Swakopmund 

headquarters where hundreds of boxes were neatly arrayed on shelves. Board 

meetings, sales contracts, internal memos, operations logs, reports on labour unrest, 

and more were at my fingertips, no insects involved. Once again, I received keys to the 

archives. These were the records of a company that expected accountability. 

I believe that the COMUF director gave me access to files because he couldn’t imagine 

that they contained anything of enduring relevance. I suspect that Rössing’s director 

gave me access because the company wanted to display increased transparency, and a 

foreign academic offered a relatively unthreatening means of doing so. And while 

neither place gave me access to medical records, archives in both had material on 

radiation and other sources of contamination — enough, when coupled with 

interviews, to piece together a substantial history. 

“National security” is the mantra of the nuclear age, secrecy its reflex. In 

many places, it’s impossible to write nuclear history without finding back 

doors. 
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Namibian uranium miner, circa (courtesy 

of Rössing Uranium Limited)  

 

“National security” is the mantra of the 

nuclear age, secrecy its reflex. In many 

places, it’s impossible to write nuclear 

history without finding back doors. Once 

you do, nothing quite matches the thrill 

of finding a document stamped “secret.” 

Yet we must always remember that 

archives – formal or not – are replete with 

silences. These stem as much from 

choices about what to preserve as from 

overt classification. Also: documents do not offer an unmediated window on events. In 

this respect, they resemble interviews. Both types of sources are products of their 

times and circumstances. Both make certain events visible while leaving others 

invisible. They are generated for particular audiences, and the stakes, spins, and 

nuances of their narratives are frequently difficult to discern. 

That’s what makes it fun. 

This essay is adapted from portions of Being Nuclear: Africans and the Global 

Uranium Trade (MIT and Wits University Press, 2012) and The Radiance of France: 

Nuclear Power and National Identity After World War II (MIT Press, 1998 & 2009). 

Used with permission. You can find out more information about Professor Hecht and 

her work via this website and follow her on Twitter here. 

On the Consequences of Chernobyl 

Dr Olga Kuchinskaya, Assistant Professor, Department of Communication, University 

of Pittsburgh 

The main question about the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear accident, as historian David 

Marples puts it, is “how many people did it actually affect through death, illness, or 

evacuation?” My book, The Politics of Invisibility: Public Knowledge about Radiation 

Health Effects after Chernobyl, suggests that this question might have become 

impossible to answer. 

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/being-nuclear
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/being-nuclear
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/radiance-france
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/radiance-france
https://gabriellehecht.org/
https://twitter.com/GabrielleHecht
http://www.comm.pitt.edu/person/olga-kuchinskaya-phd
https://davidrmarples.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/chernobyl-after-30-years-a-personal-memoir/
https://davidrmarples.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/chernobyl-after-30-years-a-personal-memoir/
https://mitpress.mit.edu/index.php?q=books/politics-invisibility
https://mitpress.mit.edu/index.php?q=books/politics-invisibility
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My research began in 2003, when somebody asked me about the number of 

Chernobyl’s victims. That was when I discovered the 2000 report of the United 

Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, which argued that 

the only health effect for the general population was an increase in thyroid cancer in 

children. A similar position was reiterated a few years later in a September 2005 joint 

press release by the International Atomic Energy Agency, the World Health 

Organization, and the United Nations Development Programme. According to that 

press release, “fewer than 50 deaths had been directly attributed to radiation from the 

disaster, almost all being highly exposed rescue workers.” 

Along with the UNSCEAR report, I read Voices from Chernobyl (1999) by Belarusian 

journalist Svetlana Alexievich, who collected oral histories about the experience of 

Chernobyl in Belarus, the former Soviet Republic that received much of the fallout 

from the accident. (Svetlana Alexievich has since been awarded the 2015 Nobel Prize 

in Literature). Two quotes in particular struck me; both reflected on radiological 

contamination as entirely imperceptible with the unaided senses. Alexievich writes: 

Something occurred for which we do not yet have a conceptualization, or analogies or 

experience, something to which our vision and hearing, even our vocabulary, is not 

adapted. Our entire inner instrument is tuned to see, hear or touch. But none of that is 

possible. In order to comprehend this, humanity must go outside its own limits.  

A new history of feeling has begun. (1999, 20). 

The second quote, from a monologue of an older woman who lived in the heavily 

affected area, doubted the reality of the imperceptible contamination: 

What’s it like? Have you seen it in the movies? Have you ever seen radiation?  

What colour is it, white? Some say it’s colourless and odourless, others that it’s black. 

Like the earth. And if colourless, then it’s like God. God is everywhere, but no one can 

see him. They’re just scaring us! […] I don’t think there ever was any Chernobyl, they 

just made it up. Tricked people. (1999, 45). 

The question of reality of what is happening with radiological contamination is noted 

by Ulrich Beck in the context of the immediate aftermath of Chernobyl in Europe. 

Beck observes that “nothing has changed for the eyes, nose, mouth, and hands” and 

yet “[t]he foundations of life have changed, even if everything appears to have 

remained the same” (Beck attributed the success of his Risk Society (1992[1986]) to this 

“anthropological shock” after Chernobyl (1995, 65)). 

http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2005/pr38/en/
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I was puzzled by how we learn about effects of imperceptible hazards when even the 

most affected groups, including those who have been living in the affected areas for 

decades, cannot rely on their senses, and when health effects are not immediate. 

Reading Alexievich alongside various reports on Chernobyl led me to the two 

questions in my research: How have we come to know what we know about radiation 

health effects after Chernobyl? And, what social mechanisms guarantee that this 

knowledge is adequate—that is, socially just? Radiological contamination after 

Chernobyl affected millions, and recognition of the people’s past suffering—as well as 

prevention of future suffering—is a matter of social justice. This could be illustrated 

with another quote from Alexievich’s book, where a boy in a hospital setting counts 

children he knew who died: 

Yulia, Katya, Vadim, Oxana, Oleg. Now Andrei. ‘We will die and become science,’ 

Andrei said. ‘We will die and be forgotten,’ Katia thought. ‘We will die,’ Yulia wept. For 

me the sky is alive now when I look at it. They are there. (1999, 182). 

What social mechanisms guarantee that victims of Chernobyl are not simply 

forgotten? 

 
Zones of Radiation Control for Mushroom Picking in the Belorussian SSR, Sovietskaya 

Byelorussiaya, May 21, 1989 
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My analysis in The Politics of Invisibility was based on the insight that because 

radiation is imperceptible, one’s experience of it is always mediated. Our experience of 

imperceptible hazards is always necessarily mediated with measuring equipment, 

maps, and other ways to visualize it, but also with narratives. How these 

representations are produced matters. Different ways of representing “Chernobyl” can 

make radiation and its health effects observable and publicly visible, or, on the 

contrary, unobservable and, by extension, publicly non-existent. 

Based on archival and ethnographic research in Belarus, the book describes the 

production of invisibility of Chernobyl’s consequences—that is, representation 

practices and institutional or infrastructural conditions that displace radiation and its 

health effects as an object of public attention and scientific research, and make them 

impossible to observe. As a result, links between radiation exposure and its health 

effects are not constructed; the “consequences of Chernobyl” dissolve into individual 

health problems of unspecific origins. This production of invisibility can be thought of 

as the opposite of the discovery of microbes. (Imperceptible to our senses, germs did 

not exist as socially recognized actors prior to Pasteur’s experiments; they had to be 

made publicly visible.) 

Making invisible hazards visible is work; it requires significant effort. 

Making invisible hazards visible is work; it requires significant effort, including when 

they are as massive as post-Chernobyl radiological contamination. At the same time, 

this is not a one-way process: imperceptible phenomena can also be made publicly 

invisible. To somewhat oversimplify, I demonstrate that the consequences of 

Chernobyl in Belarus become unrecognized as a result of redefining the scope and 

nature of these consequences, as well as reshaping research and protection practices. 

The Politics of Invisibility demonstrates vast historical fluctuations in recognizing the 

consequences of Chernobyl in Belarus. Invisibility came in waves; there was a period, 

beginning about three years after the accident, when radiological consequences were 

made amply visible in Belarus, before gradually disappearing in the late 1990s. I argue 

that these waves of in/visibility are a function of power relations. They are shaped by 

the historically shifting power imbalances and efforts to reveal or conceal Chernobyl’s 

consequences as they were undertaken by various affected populations, scientists, 

media, the Belarusian government, and international organizations. 

The public disappearance (lack of recognition and articulation) of the consequences of 

environmental contamination is not necessarily unique to this Belarusian case. Many 

hazards, including those in Western contexts, are continually obfuscated by industries 
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that produce them, aided by administrative bodies 

that do not regulate them (Hess 2007, Langston 2011, 

McGarity and Wagner 2010, Michaels 2008, Murphy 

2006, Oreskes and Conway 2010, Proctor 1995, 

Proctor and Schiebinger 2008). What stands out in 

case of Chernobyl is visibility of radiological 

contamination in the last years of the Soviet Union, 

with corresponding media coverage, the passage of 

laws, and the establishment of research institutes. 

Sometime after the book came out, I was contacted by 

a Japanese-American physician who was concerned 

about radiation protection efforts and estimating 

radiation health effects after Fukushima. She 

connected with researchers in different countries, questioning them in what could be 

described as a quest for objective knowledge. She was concerned about expert 

positions that appeared too “alarmist” and simultaneously worried about “systemic 

dismissal” of potential radiation health effects; the truth, she assessed, would have to 

be “somewhere in the middle.” Thirty years after Chernobyl and five years after 

Fukushima, the questions about the truth on Chernobyl’s consequences—the number 

of victims, conflicting assessments of radiation health effects—persist. 

To make any conclusions about Chernobyl’s consequences, we have to ask about the 

social conditions that affect the production of knowledge: what kinds of research were 

done (and not done)? This is the question about conditions for scientific research, but 

also about resources and opportunities available for the affected populations, activists, 

and civil organizations. This focus on conditions for generating evidence reminds us 

that, as with other environmental exposures, the lack of evidence does not necessarily 

mean the absence of effects. 

The Politics of Invisibility: Public Knowledge about Radiation Health Effects after 

Chernobyl  

  

Dr Olga Kuchinskaya is author of the book ‘The Politics of Invisibility: Public 

Knowledge about Radiation Health effects after Chernobyl’ (2014: MIT University 

Press). Her research interests include questions regarding the production of 

knowledge and ignorance about environmental hazards, especially imperceptible 

threats that require scientific expertise and tools to establish them as hazards in the 

first place. 

http://www.comm.pitt.edu/person/olga-kuchinskaya-phd
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/politics-invisibility
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/politics-invisibility
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Fukushima and the Right NOT to Return: Nuclear 

Displacement in a System for “Hometown Recovery” 

Dr Liz Maly, Assistant Professor in the International Research institute of Disaster 

Science (IRIDeS), Tohoku University 

On March 11, 2011, the 9.0 magnitude Great East Japan Earthquake (GEJE) unleashed a 

massive tsunami devastating over 500 square kilometers of Japan’s northeast Tohoku 

coast. This region has 

experienced 

tsunamis every 30-

40 years, but the size 

and impact of the 

waves of the 3.11 

tsunami vastly 

exceeded any in 

recent memory or 

predictions. The 

tsunami swallowed 

buildings and places 

thought to be safe, 

killing more than 

18,000 people and 

reducing entire 

communities to rubble. Damage to the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) 

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant on the coastline of Fukushima Prefecture 

caused the most serious nuclear accident since Chernobyl—a nuclear meltdown which 

TEPCO and government officials did not publicly admit until almost 5 years later. 

(IMAGE: The view down a street in Miharu Town, March 2016. Photograph by Ari 

Beser) 

Over 1,000,000 house were destroyed or damaged. In the days that followed, 470,000 

people evacuated to school gymnasiums or other facilities, as aftershocks and 

blackouts continued and cleanup efforts began. In the following months, disaster 

survivors moved into various temporary housing provided by government support. 

http://irides.tohoku.ac.jp/eng/organization/faculty/humansociety/maly.html
http://www.mext.go.jp/component/english/__icsFiles/afieldfile/2013/01/15/1329765_02.pdf
http://www.mext.go.jp/component/english/__icsFiles/afieldfile/2013/01/15/1329765_02.pdf
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/02/24/national/tepco-admits-initial-assessments-fukushima-meltdowns-wrong
http://www.reconstruction.go.jp/english/topics/GEJE/index.html
http://www.reconstruction.go.jp/english/topics/GEJE/index.html
http://www.reconstruction.go.jp/english/topics/GEJE/index.html
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Five years later, 174,000 people are still displaced, living interim housing, including 

99,000 from Fukushima. 

The view down a street in Miharu Town, March 2016. Photograph by Ari Beser  

For those fleeing nuclear radiation, evacuation and displacement is more complicated. 

In the days after 3.11, the evacuation zone around the NPP was increased to a 20km 

radius; people within 30km were ordered to stay inside and prepare to evacuate if 

necessary. However, the radioactive plume was carried further northwest by wind and 

rain on March 15th. Although information about the direction of the fallout was 

available from SPEEDI (the System for Prediction of Environment Emergency Dose 

Information), it was not made public until March 23, too late for people unaware they 

were in or evacuating directly into the path of the highest amounts of radiation. 

For those fleeing nuclear radiation, evacuation and displacement is more 

complicated. 

People from areas near the NPP struggled with evacuation decisions amidst a lack of 

information. Some towns ordered evacuation following government directives; others 

outside designated areas ordered evacuation independently. Still areas were not 

evacuated until weeks later. Some towns’ residents evacuated collectively; others 

scattered to various locations inside and outside Fukushima Prefecture. Most moved 

multiple times. So-called “voluntary evacuees” made their own decisions to evacuate 

from areas officially deemed “safe.” Elderly people, especially those in nursing/care 

facilities, suffered severely; more people from Fukushima died as a result of physical 

and emotional stress related to evacuation and displacement than directly from 

earthquake or tsunami impact. 

More people from Fukushima died as a result of physical and emotional 

stress related to evacuation and displacement than directly from earthquake 

or tsunami impact. 

Restricted areas were later categorized into three zones based on contamination and 

possibility of residents’ return. Entry is forbidden to the most severely contaminated, 

euphemistically named “difficult to return” zone 1. In “residence restricted” zone 2, 

daytime visits are allowed. In zone 3, optimistically designated “preparing to lift 

evacuation orders,” daytime entry and business activities are allowed. Contamination 

levels are based on air samples from point sources; some municipalities include 

multiple zones, which have been revised several times. 

http://www.reconstruction.go.jp/english/topics/Progress_to_date/index.html
http://www.reconstruction.go.jp/english/topics/Progress_to_date/image/20160307_Current_Status_of_Reconstruction_and_Challenges_rev1.pdf
http://fukushimaontheglobe.com/the-earthquake-and-the-nuclear-accident/evacuation-orders-and-restricted-areas
http://fukushimaontheglobe.com/the-earthquake-and-the-nuclear-accident/evacuation-orders-and-restricted-areas
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2012/01/18/national/u-s-forces-given-speedi-data-early/
http://fukushimaontheglobe.com/the-earthquake-and-the-nuclear-accident/situation-of-the-evacuees
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/03/15/national/death-toll-grows-in-311-aftermath
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/03/15/national/death-toll-grows-in-311-aftermath
http://www.pref.fukushima.lg.jp/site/portal-english/en03-08.html
http://www.town.namie.fukushima.jp/soshiki/2/namie-factsheet-e.html
http://www.reconstruction.go.jp/english/topics/Progress_to_date/image/20160307_process_and_prspects.pdf
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Decontamination, the government’s primary measure for reducing the amount of 

radioactive material, involves cleaning house roofs, etc., and removing natural 

materials and a layer of topsoil, which is collected in black plastic bags, continuously 

piling up in growing storage areas. 

While the promise of decontamination is every area can be made safe, there are limits. 

For example, there is no way to decontaminate forested mountains; every rainfall 

carries material to nearby communities, in effect re-contaminating them. 

Government plans rely on the underlying logic of a one-track plan for the future of 

contaminated towns: decontamination leads to lifting evacuation orders, then 

residents will move back. Based on level of contamination and speed of 

decontamination, the progress on this timeline towards its singular goal is shortened 

or extended. 

Lifted restrictions mean people are allowed to move back, not that they will. In 

September 2015 restrictions were lifted for Naraha Town; 4 months later, only 6% of 

former residents moved back. Long term impacts of radiation exposure in Fukushima 

will not be known for years. But regardless of decontamination efforts and assurances 

of “safety,” many people will chose not to return, especially parents unwilling to risk 

children’s health. Conclusions about what areas are actually safe, made on a household 

or individual basis, also cause rifts within families such as “atomic divorce.” However, 

some people desperately want to move back, primarily elderly residents less 

concerned about long term health effects. As Japan is already facing a national 

demographic crises of an aging, shrinking population, the long-term future of these 

towns is uncertain at best. 

Some people desperately want to move back, primarily elderly residents less 

concerned about long term health effects. 

Japanese disaster recovery policies strongly support a one-track ‘hometown recovery’ 

approach. Local governments have the main responsibility for post-disaster recovery 

planning (and other disaster management activities). With national funding, Tohoku’s 

local municipalities have created and are implementing recovery plans. Varying by 

town, common goals include bringing residents back and helping rebuild homes and 

lives. Temporary housing, also government-supported, is intended as an interim 

support until people can go back to new houses in old hometowns; the timeline to 

move out of temporary housing for those in Fukushima is longer, and their future is 

unclear. For permanent housing reconstruction, support options include provision of 

access to lots for private housing reconstruction, and public housing for those unable 

http://josen.env.go.jp/en/
http://pub.iges.or.jp/modules/envirolib/upload/4718/attach/web_FAIRDO_2nd_Discussion_Paper_E_130906.pdf
http://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-fukushima-ghost-town-20160310-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-fukushima-ghost-town-20160310-story.html
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/feb/24/divorce-after-fukushima-nuclear-disaster
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to rebuild on their own. Fukushima Prefecture is building public housing within the 

prefecture for residents from contaminated area. However, the main projects 

supporting residential relocation for rebuilding private houses on individual lots away 

from coastal areas, happening throughout the tsunami-affected area at a scale never 

before seen in Japan, limit relocation within single municipalities. 

For towns affected by the nuclear accident, the recovery planning process has a vast 

internal contradiction: recovery plans and policies focus exclusively on rebuilding 

hometowns, but some towns will not be inhabitable for many years, and in others the 

majority of residents don’t want to return. Existing recovery policies don’t have a way 

to deal with relocating partial or entire towns. Several contaminated municipalities 

have established temporary town halls within other towns. But it is difficult for towns 

to consider a recovery plan that dissolves the town itself. 

How can you put a price on the loss of a house, livelihood, and community? 

While displaced, “official” evacuees (those from designated evacuation areas) receive 

compensation payments from TEPCO (actually the Japanese government, since 

TEPCO was nationalized). Although these are large sums of money, the real question is 

not if the amount is enough, but how can you put a price on the loss of a house, 

livelihood, and community? Compensation payments to nuclear evacuees can’t bring 

back what was lost. 

Japan has well-established disaster recovery policies based on social welfare support 

for survivors. Yet even with a sizable national disaster recovery budget and 

governance experience, current policies can not adequately address the actual 

challenges for recovering the lives of nuclear evacuees and their contaminated 

hometowns. Beyond the disruptions of lives and communities, the cleanup and full 

decommissioning of the NPP will take decades, and leave a site that will be 

contaminated for a very long time. 

Even with highly developed disaster preparations, such as the case in Japan, it is 

impossible to reduce all risk from natural disasters. Yet even if a nuclear accident is 

caused because of a natural hazard, it is in fact a man-made disaster. Everything 

possible should be done to prevent another nuclear accident, including 

decommissioning reactors; in Japan many are located near earthquake faults or coastal 

areas. 

Japan is the only county whose people have been victims of both an atomic bombing 

and a massive nuclear accident. Beyond horrendous experiences of bomb survivors in 

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/10/business/global/japan-to-nationalize-fukushima-utility.html
http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a7450/40-years-of-fukushima-cleanup-timeline-7210953/
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki, their children and grandchildren suffered stigma and 

discrimination (sadly, evacuees from Fukushima have also faced discrimination). The 

experience of having been attacked by atomic bombs did not stop development and 

promotion of nuclear power in Japan, strongly supported by government. After the 

Fukushima Daichi accident, there was a massive swell of popular anti-nuclear 

opposition, and operation of all 44 active nuclear reactors in Japan was stopped. 

However, in August 2015, despite residents’ strong opposition, the first nuclear 

reactor restarted operation at the Sendai Nuclear Power Plant in Japan’s southernmost 

island, Kyushu. 

Japan is the only county whose people have been victims of both an atomic 

bombing and a massive nuclear accident. 

On April 14, 2016, a large earthquake struck Kumamoto City, in Kyushu, followed by a 

larger M7.3 quake in the early hours of April 16th; strong aftershocks continuing for a 

week. 

As of April 20, 48 people had been confirmed dead, included several people who died 

during evacuation, and more than 100,000 people had evacuated from damaged 

homes or those in danger due to aftershocks. Heavy rains caused landslides, sections 

of highways were destroyed and operation of bullet trains were suspended, making it 

difficult to get supplies to evacuees, and any potential evacuation from a nuclear 

accident impossible. Despite predictions that large quakes will continue, potentially 

triggering more landslides, and vocal calls from inside and outside Japan, the Japanese 

Nuclear Authority refuses to stop the reactors, which continue to operate nearby. It 

seems not enough has changed since 3.11; not only do problems of Fukushima’s 

nuclear evacuees from remain unsolved, they are in real danger of being recreated. 

Dr Liz Maly’s work centers on disaster recovery, housing reconstruction and 

community-based recovery planning. She has previously researched post-Katrina and 

post-Sandy housing recovery and land use policy in the USA, as well as the Central 

Java Earthquake in Indonesia. Dr Maly continues to work on long-term community 

recovery for groups impacted by the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. Her website 

‘Recovering Tohoku’ is highly recommended, and you can follow her on twitter here. 

 

 

http://www.activistpost.com/2015/12/the-taboo-of-radiation-exposure-in-japan-the-social-effects-of-fukushima.html
http://apjjf.org/-Peter-J--Kuznick--Yuki-Tanaka/3521/article.pdf
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/aug/11/japan-restarts-first-nuclear-reactor-fukushima-disaster
http://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/news/20160420_35/
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/04/18/national/despite-assurances-quakes-prompt-calls-switch-off-japans-nuclear-reactors/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/04/18/japan-earthquakes-nuclear-regulator-refuses-to-shut-down-station/
http://irides.tohoku.ac.jp/eng/organization/faculty/humansociety/maly.html
https://recoveringtohoku.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/maly_liz
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The ‘uncanny’ in Fukushima’s nuclear aftermath: 

anxiety-provoking attachment to home 

Yohei Koyama, doctoral researcher in the Department of Languages and Cultures of 

Japan and Korea, SOAS, University of London, UK.  

“I’m afraid to say it, but we love Chernobyl. It’s become the meaning of our lives. The 

meaning of our suffering” (Alexievich 1997, 215), says Natalya Roslova. She is one of 

the voices in Svetlana Alexievich’s Voices from Chernobyl. Her monologue continues: 

On the way back, the sun is setting, I say, “Look at how beautiful this land is!” The sun 

is illuminating the forest and the fields, bidding us farewell. “Yes,” one of the Germans 

who speaks Russian answers, “it’s pretty, but it’s contaminated.” He has a dosimeter in 

his hand. And then I understand that the sunset is only for me. This is my land. I’m the 

one who lives here. (Alexievich 1997, 216) 

The monologue reveals her strange affection to Chernobyl which awakens what Freud 

called the uncanny. In short, the Freudian uncanny is what evokes not only fear and 

dread but also affection – it is the ambivalence of fear and affection (Freud 1919, 123). 

And this ambivalence is something that Chernobyl shares with Fukushima. 

In this piece, I will shed light on the strange affection of the uncanny. Particularly, I 

would like to present a story of Momoko who I met during my fieldwork in Fukushima 

in 2014. Although she was an ordinary 30-something woman in Fukushima, 

extraordinary was that she forfeited marriage with her fiancé to stay in Fukushima 

after the nuclear accident. Her story reveals not only her strong attachment to her 

hometown and willingness to stay there but also her fear of radiation and anxiety 

about health risks. It is a manifestation of the same kind of strange affection which 

belongs to the realms of the Freudian uncanny. 

*** 

Ever since Momoko was born, she has always lived in her hometown located in the 

western part of Fukushima. There are always people who never leave their 

hometowns and continue to live with their family, and Momoko is one of them. On the 

contrary, her ex-fiancé is not from Fukushima – his family moved to Momoko’s town 

when he was a child due to work circumstances. He spent some years in Fukushima, 

but he left for good to go to a university in Tokyo. Despite the distance, she was happy 

in the relationship with him for a few years before the accident. Sometimes a rural life 

felt inconvenient to her, but she could go to Tokyo on some weekends and even travel 

https://www.soas.ac.uk/staff/staff92184.php
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/books/what-to-read/svetlana-alexievich-nobel-winner-voice-from-chernobyl-review/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncanny
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abroad at least once a year. She said she was not always happy about her rural life, but 

she was not unhappy about it either. It was perhaps a simple pastoral life, but it was 

about to change on 11 March 2011. 

…she was feeling her own death for the first time in her life after she saw the 

multiple explosions at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant… 

The nuclear accident was a life-threating experience for Momoko, not to mention the 

preceding severe earthquake and continuous aftershocks. “I thought I could die by 

radiation! I guess I was oversentimental and naïve at that time,” she said with a laugh. 

She confessed that she was feeling her own death for the first time in her life after she 

saw the multiple explosions at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant on television 

and when everyone started talking about radiation. But after this initial 

oversentimental phase, she quickly learned radiation protection through study 

meetings on radiation and its health effects organized by the local government and 

online research. When I met her in 2014, she showed great familiarity with the 

terminologies such as different names of radioisotopes, units of radioactivity and 

radiation dosage, and with the particular situation of radiation contamination in her 

living environment. This very much resembles how people affected by the Chernobyl 

accident became heavily informed by bio-scientific knowledge – what Adriana 

Petryna (2002) described a biomedical subject. 

In the meantime, the initial oversentimental phase never ended for her ex-fiancé. He 

was eager for her to evacuate not only from Fukushima but also from East Japan with 

his family. Although she knew she would leave her hometown to live with him once 

she gets married (and she was actually looking forward to the day to come), she could 

not leave her family and friends who were stuck in the middle of the nuclear crisis. She 

felt she was a part of them, and more importantly, she felt there was a growing 

affection for her hometown. Despite knowing the risks she was taking, she wanted to 

stay for one simple reason – because it was her home. So they were destined for a 

never-solving dispute about whether or not she should evacuate. She confessed that 

she had been yelled at and called “foolishly stubborn” by him over the phone. Even 

though she was trying to understand how much he cared about her, their relationship 

was falling apart. “After all,” she said, “he didn’t have a ‘home’ like I did. He would 

have never understood how I felt about my hometown.” A few months after the 

accident, she was single again. 

…she wanted to stay for one simple reason – because it was her home. 

http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9863.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9863.html
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Momoko expressed her strong affection for her hometown and self-determination to 

live there which eventually set her apart from her ex-fiancé, but it does not mean that 

she was not concerned about possible risks. Also, even though she formed her 

opinions of risk perception and decided to stay on her own terms, such decision 

making could be an art of balancing the fear with the available knowledge. Moreover, 

there are displays of real-time spatial radiation dose, everyday monitoring of locally-

produced food, examination of human bodies and on-going decontamination works 

throughout the prefecture. They are all constant reminders of the presence of 

radiation in everyday life. In such situation, it seemed as if she was in a constant 

struggle with her fear. She mentioned that her willingness to learn radiation 

protection could be her fear of radiation just reversed. To use her own word, “I know 

the spatial dose is a lot lower now and radiation contamination is no longer detected in 

the food we eat, but it still weighs on my mind. And that’s probably why I keep 

checking the dose and screening results.” 

Thus, Momoko’s affection for her hometown becomes extremely ambivalent which 

comprises her fear of radiation. In this way, it coincides with the Freudian sense of 

uncanny. Freud defines the particular state of feeling uncanny as “the frightening that 

goes back to what was once well known and had long been familiar” (Freud 1919, 123). 

In other words, the uncanny is something familiar that has long been repressed, and 

the uncanny effect arises when the repressed returns (Freud 1919, 150). To an extent, 

Freud’s intention here was to transgress conventional reality by this de-

familiarization of the familiar. It is notable that what is de-familiarized overlaps with 

the excess of reality in Bataille’s sense. But for Freud, such excess could be associated 

with the attraction of death (1919,148). In fact, Freud (1919, 148) did not forget to 

mention that the uncanny could be represented by anything associated with death. 

It should be noted that for many Japanese people, the word radiation is arguably the 

signifier of death because of its association with their collective memories of 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Although it was five years ago Momoko closely felt her own, 

radiation is still present in the everyday life in Fukushima today. In this sense, her life 

in Fukushima remains as something that brings her own death to her consciousness 

and her affection for her hometown becomes the uncanny. 

…for many Japanese people, the word radiation is arguably the signifier of 

death because of its association with their collective memories of Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki. 

*** 
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I keep in touch with Momoko by email. In this April, she sent me pictures of cherry 

blossoms – sakura in Japanese – in full bloom. People eat and drink under fully 

bloomed sakura throughout Japan every spring, and it is called hanami. It looked like 

she had it for this year. “I think the sakura in my town is the best after all”, she said. 

 

Cherry Blossoms [Sakura] photographed by Mokomo near where she lives in Western 

Fukushima Prefecture, Japan. ‘I think the sakura in my home town is the best after all’ 

says Mokomo. The image of people having hamami in Fukushima could be simply 

horrific because of radiation contamination. But for her, such image is also a landscape 

of her home that she loves in spite of the contamination. It is uncanny, but perhaps, it 

is also a manifestation of her self-determination to live with radiation. 

https://toxicnewsdotorg.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/koyama-2-cherry-blossoms-sakura-photographed-by-mokomo-i-think-the-sakura-in-my-home-town-is-the-best-after-all-says-mokomo.jpg
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Yohei Koyama is currently undertaking doctoral research in Japan focussing on the 

aftermath of the Fukushima nuclear accident. His ongoing PhD research, supervised 

by Dr Griseldis Kirsch, is titled: ‘Life with Radiation: ethnography of the nuclear 

disaster in Fukushima’. 
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Chernobyl and Stalker: 

‘Splinters of the Soviet 

Empire’ 

Dr Nick Rush-Cooper, Teaching Fellow 

in the Department of Geography, 

University of Durham, UK.   

We are in pitch darkness. Maxim, the 

lead tour guide, leads the group of 

visitors from the front and takes us down a short corridor within the ruins of 

‘Energetik’; the cultural centre of Pripyat, the town built to house the workers of the 

Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. I’m taking up the rear and a visitor turns to ask me 

where this leads. “To the back of the centre where we exit to reach where the Ferris 

wheel is” I tell them, though, in all honestly, that’s partly a guess and I’m not really 

sure. I may have visited the Zone almost a dozen times for the purposes of my PhD, 

and will visit over a dozen more, but this is only the second day I’m working as a tour 

guide[1] and I think that Maxim’s having some fun with me by taking the group 

through paths I’ve not used before. But it’s a short corridor and, soon enough, we 

emerge into the sunlight streaming into the small swimming pool at the back of the 

centre. 

We pause as visitors begin to take photographs, and I continue a conversation from 

earlier with a visitor; she explains to me that despite the bright sunlight and the sheer 

https://www.soas.ac.uk/staff/staff92184.php
https://www.soas.ac.uk/staff/staff92184.php
https://www.soas.ac.uk/staff/staff36875.php
https://www.dur.ac.uk/geography/staff/geogstaffhidden/?id=5713
http://etheses.dur.ac.uk/8490/
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amount of greenery, she finds the place unsettling; “like a horror movie.” Another 

visitor chimes in; “or something like I Am Legend.” The first exclaims; “I’m amazed at 

how green it is; I’ve been playing a lot of Fallout 3, so I was expecting more of a 

wasteland.” As we speak a member of the group has jumped into the swimming pool to 

have a closer look at the old film reels that have been dumped there. 

Tourists examine discarded film reel dumped in an abandoned swimming pool in the 

city of Pripyat. Photograph by Nick Rush-Cooper  

He picks a section up to show that it contains images of Tower Bridge. “Something 

about the evil capitalist British!” he jokes. 

In recent years the Chernobyl Zone has had some interesting cultural influences on 

popular media. The landscape of the Zone is clearly a key reference point for the 

abandoned aesthetic key to the recent wave of popular post-apocalyptic narratives 

and visitors would often compare the Zone to scenes from films such I am Legend 

(2007) and The Road (2009) and games such as the renewed Fallout series (2008 & 

2010). In later years the Chernobyl reference point would become explicit in the use of 

Pripyat as setting in films such as Transformers: Dark of the Moon (2011) and A Good 

Day to Die Hard (2013) and in the Call of Duty game franchise. On the one hand this is 

easily dismissed as a kind of currency of authenticity surrounding the abandonment 

aesthetic, on the other it seems tacit acknowledgement that contemporary popular 

media in the post-apocalyptic or dystopian genre struggles to conjure catastrophes as 

conclusive as those of the 20th Century (Berger 1999). But there’s a more interesting 

cinematic lineage of Chernobyl than Hollywood’s inability to synthesise the material 

conditions of the Zone as anything more than an aesthetic; one which speaks to the 

uniquely uncanny, material and embodied aspects of its landscape. 

…nothing about the Chernobyl Zone is ever straightforward. 

However, nothing about the Chernobyl Zone is ever straightforward. So in charting 

this particular relationship of the Chernobyl Zone with film and beyond we have to 

eschew a simple chronology, for our journey starts before the disaster of 1986, with 

Stalker, the 1979 film by Andrei Tarkovsky. On the film the titular Stalker guides two 

others into a controlled zone of ambiguous yet ever-present danger where they hope 

to find ‘the room’ rumoured to grant the wish of anyone who enters. Militarily 

controlled and replete with invisible dangers, it’s no surprise that the film has been 

considered oddly premonitory of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. Such invisible 

dangers were not entirely fictitious, as the landscape for the filming, in an industrial 

area near Tallinn, Estonia, has been blamed by those who worked on the film as being 

responsible for illness amongst the crew. The similarities can be found in the 

https://youtu.be/ZZkiPuy52tw?t=4m21s
http://english.yale.edu/publications/after-end
http://people.ucalgary.ca/~tstronds/nostalghia.com/TheTopics/Stalker/sharun.html
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directorship of the film; my daily trip from the post-war Soviet architecture of central 

Kyiv to the city-in-a-forest that is now Pripyat mirrored the film as it shifts from a 

grey/brown monochrome to an increasingly vivid palette as the protagonists enter the 

Zone (Tarkvovsky was known to paint leaves green in his movies for added effect). 

Stalker is constructed of many lingering shots, much of them of careful, slow and 

silent movement through the industrial ruins. The ruined landscape itself becomes 

known through these movements as a threatening presence; the invisible dangers are 

not shown but rather made present through the careful, attentive and tentative 

movement of the Stalker and his companions. Moments echoed in the footsteps of 

visitors as they carefully make their way over collapsing floors, strewn debris and the 

silence borne of their concentration only punctuated by the chirruping of the guide’s 

Geiger counter. 

…strewn debris and the silence borne of their concentration only punctuated by the 

chirruping of the guide’s Geiger counter. 

In mid-2002, Kyiv based game development team GSC Game World, previously 

known for a series of historical strategy games, were struggling to find direction for 

their prototype action game Oblivion Lost. A linear game with robots, teleportation 

and guns that did not seem to be developing into anything interesting, GSC opted for a 

complete re-write of the fictional basis for the game. In documents released with the 

game, the designers explain that: 

“Firstly, here in the Ukraine, we are surrounded by splinters of the Soviet Empire – 

forgotten production facilities, catacombs and neglected military establishments and 

so on. Even our company office located at a disused Soviet factory, is a perfect 

example. Living your life day to day in such areas can’t leave you untouched or 

unmoved.” 

Along with the secrecy of the Soviet era wherein “even the most harmless incidents 

became a catalyst for the organic evolution of rumour and legend” (with the rumours 

of psychological warfare at the heart of the woodpecker antennas being most 

emblematic of this secrecy and rumour within the Zone) the team moved the setting of 

the games to the Chernobyl Zone. At the same time the game was given the 

S.T.A.L.K.E.R. with the release of S.T.A.L.K.E.R.: Shadow of Chernobyl in 2007, 

followed by S.T.A.L.K.E.R.: Clear Sky in 2008 and S.T.A.L.K.E.R.: Call of Pripyat in 

2010[2]. This naming points to the second key influence alongside the Chernobyl 

Zone, to both Stalker and the novel Roadside Picnic by the Strugatsky brothers (who 

adapted the novel into the screenplay for Stalker). The developers’ own experiences 

with the ‘splinters’ of empire, the legacy of both secrecy and global awareness of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duga_radar
http://www.stalker-game.com/
https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/chernobyl-and-stalker-splinters-of-the-soviet-empire/#_ftn2
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Chernobyl become linked with the premonitory nature of Stalker. It spoke as well for a 

desire that Chernobyl not be forgotten, noting that “as time passes, people start 

forgetting about the accident and the related problems which Ukraine has to cope 

with, now virtually independently.”[3] 

As guides to the Zone one of our primary roles is, unsurprisingly, safety; aiding in the 

navigation of dangers from radiation to rotting floorboards. When not carefully 

directing visitors through the debris strewn, collapsing and radioactive ruins we 

might find time to talk to them about the events of 1986 and their aftermath. But this is 

no guided tour, there is no script that guides read from. This lack of script was a 

conscious decision; as another guide, Yuri, told me the aim was to allow visitors to 

develop their own emotional responses, to make sense of the Zone and its history on 

their own terms. As a visitor noted, the Zone is not “as sanitised as Auschwitz is.” 

Visitation to the Zone (in comparison to many tourist destinations) is much more 

lively, imaginative and productive than scripted, determined and managed. Another 

visitor noted that, despite the pace of decay, that they were “really trying to get a sense 

of what life was like, and I felt like I got some of that. A lot of it actually … swimming 

pools and schools, it’s kinda like everywhere else.” Similar sentiments were expressed 

by many international visitors, familiar with old anti-USSR rhetoric, as they found 

themselves attempting to excavate a sense of life ‘behind the curtain’. 

 

Tourists take snapshots of the overgrown city of Pripyat from a rooftop. Photograph 

by Nick Rush-Cooper 

https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2007/12/10/stalker-interview/
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Back in the Chernobyl Zone, on a later trip, and we’re in the basement of what was 

once a building used as a Synagogue near the town of Chernobyl, south of the power 

plant. (The town itself still hosts those who are employed in the ongoing monitoring 

and maintenance of the Zone, as well as the construction of the ‘New Safe 

Confinement’ that will replace the iconic ‘sarcophagus’ over Reactor 4.) Making our 

way through the basement, we again find ourselves in a darkened corridor. Here the 

floor has rotted in many places, the floor covering sagging where floorboards have 

fallen away, only the joists provide stable footing. As we carefully place one foot in 

front of another the cameras come out, flashes start to go off and the corridor fills with 

an odd strobing effect as the tourists’ equipment becomes re-purposed as a tool for 

navigating this ruin. 

Guiding and touring the landscape of the Zone is something more than a visual 

experience, more than a means to replicate photographs that carry the abandoned and 

ruined aesthetic with which it has become synonymous. Visitors gain a heightened 

sense of and attention to their movements within this space. As primarily spatial 

medium, games are interesting in the manner they relate to real landscapes, as they do 

so through more-than-visual means. As I have recounted elsewhere, visitors who had 

previously played games set in the Zone had sense in which they were travelling to 

place that they had not only seen before, but which they knew in an embodied, spatial 

manner. The S.T.A.L.K.E.R. games were key to this, for in setting the games in the 

Chernobyl Zone the result was more than to borrow the visual cues of the ‘splinters of 

Soviet Empire’, it ended up shaping core aspects of the game. 

Guiding and touring the landscape of the Zone is something more than a visual 

experience, more than a means to replicate photographs… 

Just as Stalker is a re-formulation of Roadside Picnic as a parable (after Arkady 

Strugatsky consciously dropped the sci-fi elements) the S.T.A.L.K.E.R. games eschew a 

re-telling of the narratives of either the novel or the film and instead they serve to 

draw and build upon a shared stalker mythos. The result of this influence was to drop 

the linear action-adventure game in favour of a more open approach; the player free to 

explore. (At least for the first half of the game before it descends into awkwardly told 

science fiction of Soviet experiments on consciousness). At the heart of this is the 

much touted “ALife” artificial intelligence system wherein all characters’ actions are 

driven by a set of desires (often to reach the games’ version of the ‘wish granter’; a 

2001-esque obelisk within Reactor 4) and rivalries that are used to generate the 

narrative flow of exploration. 

http://chnpp.gov.ua/uk/project-nsc-construction
http://chnpp.gov.ua/uk/project-nsc-construction
https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2014/05/14/in-the-zone-how-gamers-experience-the-real-chernobyl/
http://people.ucalgary.ca/~tstronds/nostalghia.com/TheTopics/Stalker/strugatsky.html
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Within this mythos 

we find recurrent 

themes of invisible 

dangers, 

supernatural 

‘anomalies’, military 

control, secrecy and 

men drawn to the 

Zone for intrigue 

and exploitation. 

S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 

borrows much from 

Roadside Picnic with regards to the science fiction elements, whilst – despite the 

presence of guns and direct conflict – the games maintain a close fidelity to the careful, 

considered and cautious navigation of the Zone in Stalker. Though often poorly 

written, fatally clichéd in places and riddled with ‘bugs’ the games are highly regarded 

for their ‘atmosphere’; for the tension, sense of place and uncanny nature of the 

games’ Zone that, importantly, are expressed through the manner in which the player 

encounters the Zone rather than through narrative exposition. 

Although the environmental game engine of Oblivion Lost lent itself to being re-

purposed for the Zone with its rusted, overgrown ruins where vegetation disrupts the 

neat geometries of crumbling Soviet architecture, in hand with the Stalker mythos, 

the setting of the Zone became much more than aesthetic. It is not simply down to the 

visual re-creation of parts of the Chernobyl Zone but is core to the manner in which 

the setting of the Zone shaped the game’s design process. In the ‘borrowing’ of the 

architecture of the Zone, GSC carry across its meaning, imbuing their games with the 

specifics of this unique landscape. In the S.T.A.L.K.E.R. the dual dangers of radiation 

and anomalies are used to render the landscape as the primary antagonist of the series. 

Players spend much of their time enacting the same careful, tentative exploration of 

the Zone’s ruined, radioactive landscape as we see in Stalker. Where in Call of Duty the 

radiation of the Zone simply becomes a tool for designers to funnel the player down a 

specific route, the S.T.A.L.K.E.R. utilise the careful navigation of the radioactive, 

ruined landscape to mimic the manner in which Stalker imbues landscape with threat 

through careful, embodied navigation. 

A screenshot from the game S.T.A.L.K.E.R where players carefully navigate the ruined 

landscape 

As in Roadside Picnic, players can throw small items into these anomalies, carefully 

teasing out the size, shape and extent of their influence. Meanwhile the crackle of the 

Geiger counter remains a constant companion, as anomalies and radiation render 

http://www.bldgblog.com/2010/05/ghosts-of-the-future-borrowing-architecture-from-the-zone-of-alienation/
http://www.bldgblog.com/2010/05/ghosts-of-the-future-borrowing-architecture-from-the-zone-of-alienation/
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open spaces into twisting mazes. The landscape of 

the Zone in S.T.A.L.K.E.R. is not a puzzle, laid out for 

the player to solve; along with the “ALife” system it 

serves as a space that exists despite of and beyond 

the player’s machinations; the player in the 

S.T.A.L.K.E.R. finds themselves in a position that is 

very different from the usual exceptionalism of 

American blockbuster fare; the player is not the 

centre of the game, the player is just there. 

…the crackle of the Geiger counter remains a 

constant companion, as anomalies and radiation 

render open spaces into twisting mazes. 

It’s a warm sunny day late in the summer and I’m in the later stages of my research. 

I’ve been left alone in the small park in Pripyat in which stands the iconic, rusting 

Ferris wheel. I swear I can hear it creak occasionally. I’m here to gather a few readings 

for an experimental mapping project, attempting to record the manner in which 

radiation levels can shift by large factors over short distances throughout Pripyat. 

The iconic Ferris wheel inside the abandoned city of Pripyat near the damaged 

Chernobyl nuclear reactor. Photograph by Nick Rush-Cooper  

Geiger counter in my hand, watching it’s LED display, I walk up and down, stopping to 

record measurement at regular intervals. I find myself feeling uneasy, and I initially 

cannot place it; at worst I’m going to have an awkward conversation with a member of 

the Zone’s police about what I’m doing here. After a while I place this sense of unease; 

I’ve done this before: Carefully, tentatively and with both trepidation and purpose, I’m 

being reminded of S.T.A.L.K.E.R., my Geiger counter reminiscent of the game’s 

‘anomaly detector’ in my out stretched hand. I realised, then, that the games, in their 

dual inspiration in the Stalker mythos and Chernobyl, they had found a way to evoke 

some of the qualities – between threat and intrigue, between familiar and alien – of the 

unique landscape of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. 

Dr Nick Rush-Cooper is interested in landscape, subjectivity and the role of non-

human agencies in knowledge production. He completed his PhD at the University of 

Durham titled ‘Exposures: Exploring Selves and Landscapes in the Chernobyl 

Exclusion Zone’. His current research considers the relationship between computer 

and video game spaces and the ‘real’ spaces upon which they are based. You can follow 

him on twitter here.  

https://www.dur.ac.uk/geography/staff/geogstaffhidden/?id=5713
http://etheses.dur.ac.uk/8490/
http://etheses.dur.ac.uk/8490/
https://twitter.com/nrushcooper
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[1] This was an arrangement of mutual convenience with the tour operator who 

arranged access for the purposes of my research: I would attend and assist as a tour 

guide for the tour operator alongside the government employed tour guide in return 

for a waived entry fee. 

[2] The creative leads behind the Stalker game have since left GSC and continue their 

‘green apocalypse’ vision in the game Survarium (https://survarium.com/en). 

[3] There has been a growth of academic interest in what has been dubbed ‘Dark 

Tourism’. This is a term that I have never liked much, expressed in an interview with a 

visitor who explained to me when we were talking about his reasons for visiting the 

Zone that “it’s not dark, it’s history.” 

Poetry from Chernobyl 

Professor Sarah Phillips, Professor of Anthropology, Director of Russian and East 

European Institute, Anthropology Department, Indiana University 

 

Professor Sarah Phillips has published several academic articles about Chernobyl, 

including research on post-Chernobyl food practices and ‘Chernobyl’s Sixth Sense‘. 

https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/chernobyl-and-stalker-splinters-of-the-soviet-empire/#_ftnref1
https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/chernobyl-and-stalker-splinters-of-the-soviet-empire/#_ftnref2
https://survarium.com/en
https://toxicnews.org/2016/05/03/chernobyl-and-stalker-splinters-of-the-soviet-empire/#_ftnref3
http://www.indiana.edu/~medanth/
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/07409710212483#.Vyej1SMrIy4
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1525/ahu.2004.29.2.159/full
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 She has also published two Samotosphere articles on nuclear issues, one reflecting on 

the 25th anniversary of Chernobyl (available here) and the other comparing 

Fukushima with Chernobyl (here). More recently she has researched disability in 

Ukraine, as well as the role of gender during Ukraine’s Maidan Revolution. You can 

find out more about Professor Phillips’ work here. 

Cover image: An elderly lady or ‘baba’ who lives near the Exclusion Zone in 

Chernobyl, Ukraine.  Photograph by Thom 

Davies.

 

 

  

http://somatosphere.net/2011/04/chernobyl-forever.html
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Notes from Slavutych: the last nuclear monotown 

Nathaniel Ray Pickett, PhD candidate in the Department of Geography and 

Atmospheric Sciences, 

University of Kansas, 

USA 

When the city of 

Slavutych was built, it 

was for a very specific 

purpose: to house the 

workers of those who 

would continue to 

work at the post-

disaster Chornobyl 

Nuclear Power Plant 

and their families. It 

was the pinnacle of 

Soviet planned cities, 

the culmination of 

decades of lessons 

learned from similar 

projects. Like Pripyat, 

the abandoned city 

Slavutych was 

replacing, a young city 

for young 

professionals. For all 

the excitement the new city elicited however, within just a few short years 

international consensus and national law had established a hard expiration date for 

the city’s purpose. As a result, city leaders and residents were faced with the 

realization that unless the city underwent fundamental changes, Slavutych was going 

to die. 

A purpose-built city 

‘Slavutych’ written beneath a glass art piece installed in the city museum. The city was 

purpose built to house post-Chernobyl workers. Photograph by Nathaniel Ray Pickett.  

Following the 1986 Chornobyl NPP accident, Soviet officials found themselves in a 

difficult position. Among the contributing factors of this difficult position was that the 

https://geog.ku.edu/pickett-nathaniel
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other three completed reactors at Chornobyl were not only still operational, but had 

become necessary to provide power to Kyiv and the surrounding area—shutting them 

down was simply not an immediate option. Pripyat, the city built in 1970 for 

Chornobyl workers and their families, and the other evacuated cities, towns, and 

villages in the immediate vicinity of the plant were unsuitable for long-term 

residence; it was similarly unreasonable to continue bussing in plant workers and 

liquidators. On the 2nd of October 1986 the Central Committee of the Communist 

Party and the Council of Ministers of the USSR decided to construct a new city just 

outside of the Zone of Alienation that would be connected to the plant by rail to house 

plant workers and liquidators. 

Though conceived by committee in Moscow, the planning and construction of 

Slavutych was an inclusive affair. The Kyiv-based architect F. I. Borovik conceived of 

the city as split into distinct districts built in the styles of various Soviet republics 

surrounding a central plaza and park. The construction of Slavutych was truly an all-

Union affair as architects and builders from the eight republics after which the 

districts of the city are named descended on a small clearing in the forest west of 

Chernihiv. Replete with green spaces, official injunctions to only fell the trees 

absolutely necessary for construction, schools and fitness centers, Slavutych was the 

zenith of Soviet urban planning—fittingly so, since it was the last city built in the 

Soviet Union and remains the youngest city in Ukraine. 

Slavutych was the zenith of Soviet urban planning—fittingly so, since it was 

the last city built in the Soviet Union and remains the youngest city in 

Ukraine. 

Closing the reactor 

If there is a “before” and an “after” in Slavutych’s history, it is the date of the shutting 

down of the last functional reactor at the Chornobyl NPP. This event has had a 

transformative effect on the city, more so than any other single event, including the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union and Ukrainian independence. Closing the plant 

however did not come as a surprise—after the disaster, it was only a matter of time 

before the three other reactors were spun down for the last time. 

It is not easy to just “turn off” a nuclear reactor; in fact, the decommissioning process 

takes decades to complete. In the case of the Chornobyl plant, radioactive 

contamination as a result of the disaster only complicates the process and extends the 

timeline—plant administrators estimate that the final step of dismantling the reactors 

will take place by 2064 (though the question of storing spent nuclear fuel will remain 

http://www.bestpravo.ru/sssr/eh-dokumenty/r9r.htm
http://chnpp.gov.ua/en/news/1366-dsp-chaes-otrimala-ekspertnij-zvit-shchodo-rozglyadu-proektnoji-dokumentatsiji-proektu-ostatochne-zakrittya-i-konservatsiya-blokiv-1-2-3-chornobilskoji-aes-ozik-en
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relevant for centuries beyond that date). The first step in the decommissioning process 

however, ceasing normal operations, was completed in 2000 as part of a 

multinational, multiagency agreement that had a transformative effect on Slavutych. 

In the early 1990s, Ukraine met with the G7 nations to discuss a number of nuclear 

questions, some regarding disarmament, others regarding what to do with Chornobyl. 

The Soviet Union’s collapse had obliterated Ukraine’s economy, which was simply 

unprepared to function without the central planning apparatus of the USSR. Ukraine 

simply did not have the means to afford the high cost of the continual cleanup efforts 

required, and the G7 meetings lead to numerous memoranda of understanding and 

other agreements whereby Ukraine could secure international funding for Chornobyl 

if it met a number of conditions, including restructuring the country’s energy sector 

and committing to an early decommissioning of the plant by the end of 2000. The 

early decommissioning project had actually begun slightly before the G7 meetings 

when a fire broke out in the plant’s reactor 2 in 1991, but Ukrainian president Leonid 

Kuchma held out until the last minute—December 15, 2000—to shut down the final 

reactor. 

The shutdown of the final reactor hit Slavutych hard, despite the city’s efforts to brace 

for impact. Unemployment spiked above 6% as almost 6000 plant personnel lost their 

jobs in the following months. Though these numbers have rebounded in the 

intervening years, walking through the city and listening to many of the residents 

talk, the spectre of the closing of the reactor looms large. Very little new construction 

has taken place in the center of town—though there is some on the outskirts—and the 

newly-remodelled hotel right in the center square borders on eyesore in contrast to 

the aging buildings around it. One pair of old men on the bus out of town wished that 

they’d see each other again soon, but then again only if Slavutych is still around next 

year. Yet despite all of this, there has been a consistent counter-narrative of hope and 

rebirth. 

…walking through the city and listening to many of the residents talk, the 

spectre of the closing of the reactor looms large. 

Attempts at rejuvenation 

Slavutych’s first, and until 2015, only, mayor, Volodymyr Udovychenko, for over two 

decades dedicated himself to finding ways to save his city. By and large, this meant 

diversifying the economy away from its monotown identity and design. Those initial 

G7 meetings lead Udovychenko and other city leaders to develop an Action Plan, 

published in 1997, with support from USAID and TACIS. The Action Plan reads like a 

https://nuclear.jrc.ec.europa.eu/tipins/en/programmes/tacis
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grant proposal, with specific recommendations for diversifying Slavutych, including 

transferring the Plant’s assets to the city’s coffers, numerous strategies for 

encouraging local small-business startups, establishing a training center for soon-to-

be-former Plant employees to gain skills in other fields, and building a business park. 

This scattergun approach to encouraging economic diversification also lead to 

establishing a Special Economic Zone in the city through 2020, an attempt at enticing 

business by drastically reducing a number of tax burdens. 

By and large, most of the proposals for economic development laid out in the 1997 

Action Plan have yielded limited results. The Slavutych Special Economic Zone has 

also underdelivered on its job-creating projections, though a new Action Plan 

prepared by the City Council in 2013 show an upwards trend in overall job creation. 

But rejuvenation is not just an economic question, a fact understood quite well by 

Udovychenko and the city leadership. Slavutych was not only the youngest city in 

Ukraine, but while birth rates fell across the entire former Soviet Union, Slavutych’s 

continued to grow. Even today, the former mayor beams with pride at the full 

preschools and the vibrancy of the youth, including the creation of the Youth Council 

that meets twice yearly. Their major accomplishment: convincing the mayor to get 

funds from the Kyiv oblast to build a skate park. 

Even though there is little economic incentive for the youth to stay in Slavutych—job 

prospects are slim, there are no opportunities for higher education in town, and 

nightlife is virtually nonexistent—by no means have they been idle in the efforts to 

save their city. The few twentysomethings I did meet in Slavutych were working hard 

to come up with ways to revitalize their city, even if their university and work 

obligations mean they are only in the city for long weekends and holidays. Youth-lead 

initiatives have had a tangible effect on the city as well, like concerted efforts to utilize 

alternative energy sources, Facebook campaigns to rebrand the city, electing a 

proactive mayor, writing grants for international and NGO support, and establishing 

the 86 Film and Urbanism Festival, which will be in its third year this May. Perhaps in 

this regard, Slavutych is fulfilling its purpose after all, as a young city for young 

professionals. 

The end result is that far from dying, Slavutych is on the road to being a thriving 

community. 

Nathaniel Ray Pickett is currently on a Fulbright grant in Ukraine collecting data for 

his doctoral dissertation, entitled “Social Fallout: Assembling Political Geographies in 

the Shadow of Chornobyl”. An example of his published academic work can be found 

here.  

http://www.misto.esco.co.ua/best_practice/seap_slavutich.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/slavutych.brand/
http://www.86.org.ua/en/
https://geog.ku.edu/pickett-nathaniel
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/21622671.2015.1036911
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Nuclear power plant expansion and growth coalition in 

China 

Nam young Kim, Graduate School of Environmental Studies, Seoul National 

University, South Korea 

2016 marks the 5th anniversary of Fukushima nuclear accident, and 30 years since the 

Chernobyl accident. After these accidents, many countries either cancelled or delayed 

their nuclear power development due to safety concerns. However, for almost every 

country in East Asia, instead of taking a lesson from the Fukushima accident, even 

expanded their nuclear capacity. China for example, is going to build more than 100 

Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) within the next 50 years. In this article, I will argue that 

this nuclear expansion policy in China is the result of the “growth coalition”. 

Growth coalition means a group of people and organizations that are interested in the 

economic development of city. They link parochial settings with cosmopolitan 

interests, making places safe for development. Local government became an 

economic-development state which pursued developmental policies as the top of local 

government agenda. Logan and Molotch (1987) suggest “growth coalition” theory, 

which originates in 1960s US urban studies, can be used to study the politics of the 

entrepreneurial cities. In China, as the communist government has moved from a 

planned economic system towards a more open market economy, we have also 

witnessed the attempt to garner more benefits from the land-use fee. Zhu (1999) states 

that “the state is giving up its philosophy of class struggle and proletariat dictatorship, 

and gradually letting markets take responsibility for the provision of goods to its 

citizens.” The growth coalition often sees the infrastructural investment as the 

greatest opportunity to develop the city. As many infrastructural investments, the 

nuclear power plant also became part of this ‘boosterism’ and a way of increasing 

development. 

Like in other countries, Nuclear power in China was originally introduced as a 

military project in 1953, and the later commercial nuclear program formally began in 

1972. The first Chinese-designed-Nuclear Power Plant went into construction in 1985. 

Since 1991, the Chinese government has completed 30 reactors in five different 

provinces, and 23 more reactors are currently under construction. In 2011 however, 

this seemingly boundless nuclear expansionism met a new challenge—the Fukushima 

accident. 

Since 1991, the Chinese government has completed 30 reactors in five different 

provinces, and 23 more reactors are currently under construction. 
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After the Fukushima accident in March 2011, the State Council announced five days 

later that new approvals for future nuclear power plants will be suspended with the 

introduction of comprehensive safety tests of all nuclear projects. This was the de jure 

statement from the government, but the de facto reality was rather different. In fact, 

some reactors that were already in operation simply continued as normal, and the 

construction of approved projects continued unabated. After 19 months, Beijing 

officially lifted the freeze on new nuclear projects, immediately after the approval of a 

Five-Year Nuclear Safety Plan. Again, China’s vigorous path towards nuclear growth 

was back on track. 

Many think that the policy making in China is a “top-down” process. However, some 

scholars argue that the Chinese policy making system is a “fragmented authority” that 

includes many agencies such as the government official, the company, and the 

research institute (Lieberthal & Oksenberg 1987 Xu 2008 Zhou et al. 2011). The three 

Nuclear companies (China National Nuclear Corporation, China General Nuclear 

Corporation, State Power Investment Company) select the location of the next Nuclear 

Power Plant, and apply to the State Council before the construction. Local politics can 

affect this selection process and local governments are often eager to have Nuclear 

Power Plant projects. For example, all of the coastal provinces in China have applied 

for a nuclear power project. Guangdong province, which is located in the southern 

part of China, is the biggest nuclear area in the country. The region already has nine 

reactors in operation and five under construction. It is obvious that the local 

government sees Nuclear Power Plant projects as a growth policy. It can also be 

witnessed in the diary of Li Peng, who was the Prime Minister of China in 1980s. 

At the level of citizenship however, the Fukushima accident has had most impact. In 

terms of popular opinion, the effect of Fukushima accident was crucial. Right after the 

accident, Chinese consumers bought iodized salt from supermarkets in an attempt to 

prevent radiation-related illnesses. As the statistics from WIN-Gallup International 

(2011) shows, the Chinese citizens in favour of nuclear power declined by 13% after the 

accident. In late 2012, four retired government employees from Wangjiang county, 

Anhui province, wrote open letter to the State Council, pointing out the risks that 

Nuclear Power Plant projects might bring to the county. The employees were political 

elites in Wangjiang, which could be the original growth coalition (local government). 

Right after the accident, Chinese consumers bought iodized salt from supermarkets in 

an attempt to prevent radiation-related illnesses. 

Also, in Jiangmen, Guangdong province, over a thousand people paraded the main 

street in front of the city government. The protestors were opposed to the local 

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/eda6a298-4fdb-11e0-a37e-00144feab49a,Authorised=false.html?siteedition=uk&_i_location=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ft.com%2Fcms%2Fs%2F0%2Feda6a298-4fdb-11e0-a37e-00144feab49a.html%3Fsiteedition%3Duk&_i_referer=&classification=conditional_standard&iab=barrier-app#axzz46wu6Qql4
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government’s decision to build a nuclear fuel station, with some raising placards 

reading: “Give us back our green homeland”, “NO nuclear pollution”, “I need life, not 

GDP”, and “I need a child, not an Atom”. 

 
 

Anti-nuclear protestors Jiangmen, some hold placards reading “Give us back our green 

homeland”, “NO nuclear pollution” and “I need a child, not an Atom”. 

The protest showed the change of the growth coalition. I went to Jiangmen city for 

field work to understand the background of the growth coalition in the protest. The 

protesters used Social Network Services to disseminate their fears about nuclear fuel. 

What I heard from Jiangmen citizens astonished me: that Chinese expatriates, who are 

the biggest investors in Jiangmen city, sent a petition to Guangdong government to 

not build the nuclear fuel station. Jiangmen is famous for its population of overseas 

Chinese, and many of them live in Macau, Hong kong, and in America. Some of them 

even put an advertisement with title of ‘NO nuclear fuel station in Jiangmen’ in the 

Macau times. It affected public opinion and over a thousand people gathered to oppose 

the nuclear project. 

Clearly, the opposition of the growth coalition is a much more powerful lobby than 

many other groups. They could use their financial power to change the political path, 

and could even utilise the media to spread their discourse. And by doing so they made 

http://macaudailytimes.com.mo/
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change. That is to say, the local politics in China will not be the same as before the 

Fukushima accident. This change can make the Chinese system more complex, and 

perhaps even more democratic. It needs further research to see if this change of the 

growth coalition can be implicated in other places in China. Still, it can give us insight 

into the idea that the Chinese government is being forced to deal with “anti-nuclear” 

growth coalitions. 
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